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Abstract
This thesis investigates Asian feminist imaginations of the future through the lens of speculative
fiction. It aims to revise binary techno-orientalist understandings of Asia and its subjectivities
predominant in Western heteronormative visions of tomorrow. I intervene in the West’s exclusionary
claims for futurity dependent on the subjugation of Asia as a feminised, machinic and passive site.
Instead, I argue for rearticulations of alternate speculative futurities attending for more multiple,
nuanced and irreducible becomings for racialised, gendered citizens. Through close readings of two
key texts, Jennifer Phang’s 2015 film Advantageous and Larissa Lai’s 2002 novel Salt Fish Girl, I
locate narratives of transformation, resilience and survival for Asian feminine subjectivities,
unpacking themes around reproductive technologies, maternity, racialised biotechnological regimes
and queer desire. I investigate how their narratives embolden agency for Asiatic femininities and
demonstrate the potentialities embedded within their temporalities.
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1

Introduction
Asian feminist futures: Searching for the techno-dream, women of tomorrow

The here and now is a prison house. We must strive, in the face of the
here and now’s totalising rendering of reality, to think and feel a then
and there. Some will say that all we have are the pleasures of this
moment, but we must never settle for that minimal transport; we must
dream and enact new and better pleasures, other ways of being in the
world, and ultimately new worlds.
- José Esteban Muñoz

Dragon Lady, China Doll, Lotus Blossom, Madame Butterfly, Tiger Mother, Rice Bunny, Miss
Saigon. The myths of Asiatic femininity have plagued Western thought in one-dimensional simplicity
for centuries. In 1853, French writer Gustave Flaubert describes his encounter with Kuchuk Hanem,
an Egyptian woman: “the oriental woman is no more than a machine: she makes no distinction
between one man and another man.”1 For Flaubert, the Asiatic, female body is a site where Western
sexual desire can freely blossom, a vindication for their colonising impulses.
Today, the allure of the Oriental woman is more commonly found in the futuristic world of robots and
AI. In Alex Garland’s 2015 science fiction film Ex Machina, the Asian fembot Kyoko (Sonoya
Mizuno) serves as a submissive pleasure model to a white, male CEO. Her primary role is sex. Other
times, she dances, cooks and cleans. In one segment of the film, Kyoko performs a striptease.
Clutching at her face, she undresses her skin, peeling it back from the edges of her eye sockets.
Underneath, there is none of the sinewy muscle or bone typifying the materiality of a living being.
Instead, she reveals mechanical innards, signifying her cyborg makeup.
Kyoko’s characterisation as not-quite-human is emblematic of a systemic tendency in Western
speculative fiction which uses Asia – and particularly Asian women – as technological inspiration.
Images of Asia and its associations may be dotted throughout these futurescapes but are constrained
to preserving a sense of otherness as Western imaginaries see fit. Through the logic of mining,
exploiting and dehumanising the East, the West can therefore maintain an uncontested hegemony in
these futurities. These discourses are defined as techno-orientalism, characterised by its tendency to
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emphasise “perpetually on Asia as technology rather than the designers and wielders of it.”2 My thesis
is influenced and produced out of a contemporary moment where techno-orientalist futures are
prevalent in the popular imagination. Blade Runner 2049 (2017) revitalises the cyberpunk neo-Tokyo
backdrop of its namesake predecessor, now updated with holograms of Asian sex dolls transposed on
neon-lit buildings. Ghost in the Shell (2017), the Hollywood remake of the Japanese anime classic,
similarly revivifies the machinic Asian woman trope, with depictions of killer geisha bots modeled by
Japanese actress Rila Fukushima.
“Is it possible, then, to define an Orient as that which can never be the subject?”3 Naoki Sakai asks.
This thesis throws into light similar questions along this vein: can Orientalised, feminine bodies –
characters like Kyoko who have been othered across time – be reclaimed as sites of potentiality in
imagined futurities? How does the future ghost of Asia materialise into being and where can we find
her? More specifically, how do we assert speculative futures where Asian feminine subjectivities are
cast beyond reductive stereotypes and ultimately centred in their varied multiplicities?

Para-spacing Asian feminist speculative fictions
De Witt Douglas Kilgore writes that imagining “political/social futures in which race does not simply
wither away but is transformed, changing into something different and perhaps unexpected”4 is a
significant challenge and potential of contemporary speculative fiction. This thesis aims to follow
through on the “something different and perhaps unexpected,” that is, to organise new representations
of “shape and meaning to the great Asiatic mystery.”5 The impetus here is to re-‘Orient’ the direction
of the Western speculative canon and draw out modes of production ripe with rebellious potential.
The tomorrows we dream of should endeavor to revise the racialised and gendered bonds relegating
Asiatic femininity to marginality. By shattering techno-orientalism’s binary assumptions, new
understandings and investments can be made for Asiatic subjects as future agents. We may hope to
begin this inquiry by decentralising white, heteronormative Western futurisms and looking at a
potential elsewhere for our answers.
My search for an elsewhere leads me to two Asian feminist speculative texts, Jennifer Phang’s 2015
film Advantageous and Larissa Lai’s 2002 novel Salt Fish Girl. Both Phang and Lai imagine a future
rife with the possibility of recouping Asiatic femininity via a productive, transformative means.
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Advantageous projects issues of Asiatic motherhood and the racial politics of reproductive, cloning
technologies to a late capitalist dystopia. In its narrative of racial passing, it asks us to consider to
what extent Asian female raciality is configured on the body. The racial trauma of whitewashing
experienced by the protagonist Gwen is investigated alongside the structures of maternal feeling for
her daughter. Meanwhile, Salt Fish Girl recalibrates Asiatic femininity as a disruptive tool defiant
against the racist, biotechnological structures of late capitalism. Its Asian cyborg citizens reclaim their
difference into resources of strength and secure futurity via queer passages of time and space.
Through close readings of these two texts, I locate how they both configure an alternate, forwardlooking landscape where Asian women are written into subjectivity. Using their central themes, I
establish how reductive technological discourses encompassing Asiatic femininity need to be
amended with generative potential in order to produce more complex and variable ways of being.
Importantly, speculative representations of the future re-angled to Asian feminist perspectives serve to
frustrate the tired investment in racial and gendered injury they have otherwise been written towards.
Western organisations of the future have extensively co-opted Asian women for sexual disposability
at the hands of white male desire. Working in a self-reflexive manner to upend techno-orientalist
tropes and re-appropriate them, the terrains of speculative world-building now becomes a little more
exciting and unanticipated; it “opens up a space for Asian women to use the technological tools once
reserved for the Western white cyberspace cowboy and direct their own futures.”6
To focus on a narrative of emancipatory politics is to see agency in the processes of becoming.
Embarking on this thesis, I am particularly mindful of avoiding the presumptuous danger of flattening
Asian women to already made victims of the Western gaze. As David Eng and Shinhee Han state,
“we are dissatisfied with the assumption that minoritarian subjectivities are permanently damaged –
forever injured and incapable of ever being ‘whole.’”7 The primary message within my arguments is
thus one locating the complicated tensions of survival as inflected by the intersectional vectors of race
and gender. In the speculative futures of Advantageous and Salt Fish Girl, I consider the figure of the
Asiatic feminine as a lived and wholesome subject, asserting her agency from a position deserving to
be centralised. The interventions I present via the discussed texts further act to reframe the binary of
Asia/feminine as the debased other in service to the West’s superior technological morality.
As counter-hegemonic works of resistance, the two texts examined in this thesis occupy a domain
Samuel R. Delany calls “para-space,” that is, an “alternative space, sometimes largely mental, but
already materially manifested, that sits beside the real world, and in which language is raised to an
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extraordinary lyric level.”8 This site offers a doorway into thinking about a speculative methodology
that “sits beside” the ordinary where fictions are necessarily “raised” to explore radical new
possibilities and shatter the old. According to Teresa de Lauretis, the “elsewheres” offered by Phang
and Lai fill the gaps in today’s hegemonic discourses, arousing emancipatory potentialities in the
“interstices of institutions and in the chinks and cracks of the power-knowledge apparati.” 9
Specifically for Asian feminist speculative texts, such realms engender creative reworkings to the
Western universalities of the genre. By situating itself as an elusive space simultaneously within yet
distinctive from master narratives, we can begin applying the para-space as a model to prescribe to
Advantageous and Salt Fish Girl, which both necessarily interrogate the colonial legacies structuring
the primary makings of reality while asserting a future built on their own terms.

Overview of chapters
Chapter one introduces speculative fiction as a genre and gestures towards its relevancy and
potentiality for projecting issues of the now towards a forward-oriented horizon. I define speculative
fiction as a fluid and hybrid mode of production fruitful for unpacking race, gender, class and other
social concerns. I further call for a reorientation of its heterogeneous Western-centric lineage to one
inclusive of minoritarian imaginations of the future. Specifically, I problematise speculative fiction’s
tendency to mediate futures based on reductive techno-orientalist binaries assuming a docile yet
technologically insidious East in opposition to a superior Western front. If we are to glimpse a future
attendant to all subjectivities, interventions into its predominant white masculine rhetoric are sorely
required. By positioning Advantageous and Salt Fish Girl as alternate futuristic pathways, I present
the speculative imagination as a productive medium for critically expanding ideas around Asian
femininities.
Chapter two shifts onto a close reading of Phang’s film Advantageous as example of the reorientation
of speculative fiction to account for the lives of Asian women. In the film, Gwen, an Asian single
mother, undergoes a racial morphing procedure involving the cloning of her consciousness transferred
to the host body of a younger, whiter woman. The society of Advantageous operates within a white
reproductive hegemony limiting the freedom of choice for minoritarian women such as Gwen. I
examine the whitewashing narrative implicit in Gwen’s racial trade-off and ask how she can move
beyond a position of racialised abjection. These debates on race morphing will weave in other media
examples including the 1993 Time magazine cover of a digitally created miscegenetic woman, at the
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time configured to be the new racial benchmark. Using the film’s focus on her relationship with her
daughter, I determine how Gwen’s ability to work through and transform her racial trauma is related
closely within the larger structures of maternal feeling. As per Eng and Han’s arguments on racial
melancholia, I hope to propagate a narrative that places the negotiations of racial erasure forefront as
opposed to one emphasising catastrophic loss.
Chapter three racially recalibrates the default prosthesis of Asiatic femininity through a close reading
of Lai’s novel Salt Fish Girl. It takes up the previous chapter’s discussion around reproduction,
biotechnologies and cloning in dystopian late capitalism and places them in queer temporalities.
Looking at the cyborg politics arising in the novel, I aim to extend Donna Haraway’s cyborg concepts
towards the Asian context, enfiguring more empowered and productive subjectivities for Asiatic
women exceeding passive mechanical manifestations. The Asian cyborg women of Salt Fish Girl find
agency in their alienation through symbols of subversion such as the durian. In the novel, the durian is
presented as a source of futurity through its mediation of queer kinship and as a seed for selfproductive life without the need for insemination. Salt Fish Girl weaves together ancestral pasts and
queer futures in a manner suggesting new becomings for the Asiatic feminine are found in
opportunities outside heteronormative evolutions.

6

1
Who speaks for the future? Speculative world-building and the Asian context
What defines twenty-first century storytelling? Or perhaps, a better question would be, what kind of
narratives best speak to the mechanisms of contemporary reality and make sense of this present time?
Stuart Hall observed it is paramount people have “a language to speak about where they are and what
other possible futures are available to them.”10 He says:
These futures may not be real; if you try to concretise them immediately, you may find there is
nothing there. But what is there, what is real, is the possibility of being someone else, of being
in some other social space from the one in which you have been placed.11
Hall surmises that we hold an imaginary capacity to inhabit alternate worlds through the stories we
weave for and about ourselves. Western, heteronormative cultures have dominated future landscapes
throughout history. Significantly, for racialised and minoritarian subjects then, cultivating a realm
existing in their own autonomous vision reorients the dispossession of their futures to one reflecting
back their own image. Hall’s statement necessitates the need for a forward-looking domain of worldbuilding that rises above and critiques the oppressive systems in the present marginalising
minoritarian people. In a similar manner, José Muñoz calls for a political imagination residing in the
“not-quite-conscious”12 within his anatomy of queer utopianism. Presiding truths of futurity based on
Western hegemony are indeed still “winning”, he argues, but that gives us all the more reason to
mobilise glimpses of “another time and place.”13 This time and place eventuates from subjectivities
latent with political potentialities, synthesised from dialogues conducted against persistent universals.
Fictional futures today should strive to structure new vernaculars of liberation to transform the binary
logic resplendent in Western high-tech frontiers dependent upon the othering of marginalised citizens.
In this chapter, I summon speculative fiction as a tool of political imagination rich with potentiality
for minoritarian lives. Speculative fiction from Asian feminist perspectives such as that by Larissa Lai
and Jennifer Phang intervene against the techno-orientalism of Western futurities by analogising the
historical racial and gendered subjugation of Asiatic femininity in their respective narratives. Both
reintroduce a sense of agency by emboldening her subjectivity within their respective stories.
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Unfolding into tomorrow
Speculative fiction uses the horizon of the future to better understand the issues of today. In an era of
devolving truth and neoliberal takeover – a time Zygmunt Bauman observes as “liquid modernity”14 –
the speculative realm can be a reference point for disentangling the strands of the present. To
speculate is to project concerns of the here and now into an alternate space with a level of imaginative
license and freedom which opens up the scope for extrapolating different, plural and perhaps
previously unknown futures to the one most immediately in front of us. By taking heed of the present
and evoking temporal sites of comparison, it gives an indication of the direction society is heading
towards while channeling alternative realities that may not otherwise manifest. In other words,
speculative futures interweave a sense of historical context to their imaginaries. Significantly, Fredric
Jameson describes its form as a “representational” 15 one, which aims to “defamiliarise and
restructure our experience of our own present.”16 Speculative fiction can thus be surmised as a
forward-oriented mode of narrative production, not only because of its setting, which usually is
located in a distant someday, but more importantly, because it consistently provides powerful
alternate worlds to our realities.
Often intertwined and used in exchange with science fiction, I instead embrace speculative fiction as a
broader umbrella term imbued with a looseness of category and open interpretative value. I take the
speculative mode of storytelling as one encompassing science fiction as a sub-classification but also
as a fictional collage where influences from genres such as fantasy, historical fiction, and horror may
be assembled together. In that case, it can be thought of as an impure distortion of science fiction,
with “permeable borders that allow contamination from other genres.”17 By deftly resisting genre
boundaries, speculative fiction’s hybridity and fluidity “represents resistance to hegemonic ideology,
and makes the new science fiction genre also multi-oppositional,”18 Marleen S. Barr argues. Future
terrains are shifting away from science fiction’s old thematics resting upon technological discourses
of progress and scientific advancement to a more critical function predicating on unearthing present
day social injustices, Eugene Thacker also notes. He argues “the use of extrapolation or speculation
and the construction of ontological worlds move science fiction into a realm that involves thinking
about the complex dynamics between technology and globalisation, science and gender, race and
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colonialism, and related concerns.”19 Perhaps this is the “something else” Baudrillard predicted when
he said the imaginary potential of traditional science fiction is dead.20
As it follows, my interest in speculative fiction lies not within the aesthetics of it as a genre
categorisation but what the form allows the producer to create and share with the audience in the
imaginative worlds created. Thus, I look towards its foundational structures and themes or its “valuenarrative”21, that is, how it manifests discourses of political intent through its narrative function.
However, there will only be a single, ultimately exclusionary consensus of how the future pans out if
it continues to be made in the image of heteronormative Western male ideals. Speculative fiction’s
“value-narrative” is only important insofar as it supports the opening up of possibilities for all our
futures. For producers such as Lai and Phang, the speculative mobilises their own interventions into a
one-track future. In an interview with Indiewire, Phang says, “alternative worlds and near-future
settings… allow us to look at our limitations in our worldviews.”22 Similarly, Lai echoes, “the key to
liberation is to recall what we were, the parts of ourselves that we want to bring into the future. If
women can recall their histories and retain their memories, then men’s histories and the systems of
oppression they justify will no longer hold water.”23

Asia from the outside
Octavia Butler once said that speculative fiction “has always been nearly all white, just as until
recently, it’s been nearly all male.”24 Given the Western-centric heritage of the canon, and as a result,
the relative dearth of minoritarian articulations of the future, it follows that speculative futures have
mostly been confined within white, universalist accounts. From its early iterations, speculative fiction
has claimed and bolstered enduring colonial norms of binary power-relationships in its narratives. Its
futures remain ensnared within its own reductive oppositional logic: between the human/alien,
progress/tradition, civilised/savage, masculine/feminine, West/East. Eurocentric understandings of
progress and modernity endure while the (non-white) old world is displaced and used to reinforce the
identity of the West. Forward-thinking possibilities in mainstream speculative fiction then, are limited
to reiterations of familiar colonialist narratives of Western expansionism, refracted through the lens of
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the future. As Ivana Milojevic and Sohail Inayatullah argue, by continually captivating paradigms of
Western empire, the genre will remain “unable to transcend its own epistemological limitations.”25
Speculative representations of the other by the West are therefore contained within the limits of its
larger project determined on “securing dominance as architects of the future.”26 The historical threads
of the West’s futuristic anxieties is rooted in a broader “yellow peril” narrative emerging from
Genghis Khan’s Mongol invasions of Europe in the thirteenth century.27 The xenophobic paranoia felt
combined “racist terror of alien cultures, sexual anxieties, and the belief that the West will be
overpowered and enveloped by the irresistible, dark, occult forces of the East.”28 In response to the
perceived threat of the East, the modern imperialistic West, as argued by Edward Said, constructs a
mythic image of an Orient controllable via patronising, primitive and othering discourses.
Oriental/Eastern/Asian subjectivities thus remain trapped within the supremacy of Western ideologies
presuming to know such ontologies. The Orient is deprived of the agency to represent itself in its own
terms. In the twenty-first century, the technological and futuristic replaces the untamed pre-modern as
the terrains on which the West secures power over the East. Building on and updating the legacy of
Said’s Orientalism to the postmodern age, David Morley and Kevin Robins coined the term “technoorientalism”29 to describe the processes which frame the East as the technological tool the West uses
to refract its desire for progress. While the landscape may have changed, the basic vocabulary of
techno-orientalist discourses remains upon the reinforcement of centre/margin positions by
Orientalising the other. The binary model supposes an East in “hypo- or hyper-technological terms”30
in opposition to the West as the human universal. In these images, the East and/or its citizens are
either made excessive with technological prowess or paradoxically debased as automaton labour.
Morley and Robins argue figurations of the East’s “empty and dehumanised technological power…
provokes both resentment and envy.”31 Considering the social context of the 1980s when technoorientalism rose to prominence, Christina Cornea observes “it became apparent that the so called
“Tiger Economies” were growing fast and that they were moving from being the copiers/providers of
Western-led technology to becoming the investors/initiators of new technologies.” 32 Technoorientalism is thus embedded in the perceived threat of Asian industrialising nations usurping the
hegemony of the West in areas of capitalist progress. Preoccupied with an anxiety generated by Asia’s
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technological ascendancy, techno-orientalism posits a moralistic and ultimately superior West that
nevertheless flourishes by insidiously retaining control over the East’s technological positioning.
Imaginations of Asian futures, and by extension, the Asian subjects inhabiting its topographies, are by
and large created and articulated from the “outside.” In the world of 1980s Western cyberpunk texts,
the future may look Asian,33 but only through a limited vision that is “predictable, anachronistic, and
reified as oriental.”34 Canonical cyberpunk narratives such as William Gibson’s novel Neuromancer,
rely upon stock, yet seemingly exotic Asiatic markers – the colour of the Chiba sky, neon Tokyo
lights – as a strategy to construct a static background for the Western subject to navigate and conquer.
Similarly, the Asians who do populate the story are disavowed as expendable labour; “while the white
male cowboys in Neuromancer duel it out in cyberspace, using their minds like weapons, the Asian
characters supply the props but stay hidden in the wings,” 35 Lisa Nakamura notes. Cyberpunk
organises its futurities by essentialising the techno-orient. Asian identities are represented as dissident
against the ordinary human experience: “unfeeling aliens; cyborgs and replicants.”36 Its stereotypical
Asiatic figures are “orienting points” 37 accessed by the West to gain an oppositional privilege as the
“survivors… savvy navigators who can open closed spaces,”38 able to bend the Oriental futurescape to
its will. So long as Western subjectivities remain universal in these futurities, the techno-orient is
coerced into being machine-like and robotic; they are “insidious, but… [also] extremely naïve.”39 Jane
Park further points out that the cyberpunk console cowboy’s dependence on the Asiatic and its
associated technologies subsumes the latter into an assimilative function: he “must make [Asiatic
technology] part of his own body… in other words, he must put on this technology.”40 Only by
“putting on” these technologies can the white cyberpunk hero define himself and successfully
navigate the environs he must protect against the very same Asiatic elements he both desires and
denigrates.
Moreover, techno-orientalist discourses follow an inherently gendered logic, having “a long history of
being located in female bodies, and more often than not, objects of white, Western male desire.”41 Its
gendered nature is paradigmatic of the deeper historicisation of the Orient as an “exclusively male
province.”42 The Orient and the woman both conflate into the other according to the Western power-
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axis. Likewise, the techno-orient is characterised for its feminised penetrability by the cyberpunk
space cowboy. According to Park, the Asiatic becomes “a kind of prosthetic phallus to penetrate
cyberspace.”43 Asserting control over cyberspace becomes akin to sexual conquest. In Neuromancer,
when Case, the protagonist, emerges in cyberspace, Gibson describes how it “flowed for him,
flowered for him, fluid neon origami trick.”44 Cyberspace is rendered passive, exotic and sexualised –
“analogous to opening up the Orient.”45 Simultaneously, beyond her placeholder position for the
Eastern frontier, the Asiatic woman doubly extends herself as the object of a technologised, alien
sexual fantasy for the console cowboy. Parallel to Kyoko’s image in Ex Machina, she is fetishised as
“techno-Orientalist window-dressing,”46 a sexualised automaton deployed for labour. Techno-oriental
femininity thus embodies an amalgamation of clashing ideals simultaneously at play: “she is a
potential ally as well as a handy maid… her image embodies profits and fantasy, markets and
sovereignty, globalism and colonialism, East and West.”47 In popular techno-orientalist fictions, the
Asiatic woman is the double-edged sword that cuts both ways, the hyper-feminised synthetic dream.
Dislodging the white, patriarchal cultural conditions operating at the heart of speculative fiction is
therefore a key concern demanding attention. As André Carrington argues, there is an
“overrepresentation” of both white producers and experiences within such texts.48 It is no surprise that
this reproduces visions of the future that continually essentialise difference. Speculative fiction’s
shortcomings when it comes to race-thinking provides a platform to unpack how underrepresented
groups have experienced the persistence of their minority status within the genre and how they have
come to utilise the resources that have traditionally worked against them towards a restorative ends.
Rescuing speculative futures from the perils of techno-orientalism is an opportunity to reimagine what
alternative ways of being may look like versus the grain of Western hegemony. The remakings of the
speculative fiction genre by producers who have long wrought with a bias working against them thus
serves to expand its white, masculine future limits to a scope that is altogether more boundless and
differential.

The critical dystopias of Advantageous and Salt Fish Girl
Jennifer Phang and Larissa Lai’s racial and gendered alienation from traditional speculative fiction
provides a starting point to analyse how their respective texts make available an alternate futuristic
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consciousness. Phang’s film Advantageous and Lai’s novel Salt Fish Girl are both preoccupied with
what Kandice Chuh describes as “imagining otherwise.” In this formulation, the attention is “not
about imagining as the other, but rather about imagining the other differently.”49 The focus here is less
about reading the texts through a self-narrativising rubric, but using the social and political context of
their fictional worlds as an analogous vehicle to explore a multiplicity of Asian feminist subject
positions that defy easy categorisation. By using the speculative medium, Phang and Lai resist the
“die-hard tendency to value Asian American works primarily as autobiography or ethnography… as
representative of an entire ethnic group.”50 As Lai argues, ethnic texts viewed predominantly through
an auto-ethnographic tradition speak to racial injustices as a phenomenon occurring only in the past,
restricting oppression to a historicised “over there.”51 The positing of speculative alternatives, rather
than the essentialising pitfalls of using the auto-ethnographic, thus delimits the boundaries of what is
considered to be an “authentic ethnic text.”52 Through projecting into a not-yet formed time and
space, Phang and Lai have the freedom to negotiate ways of being previously unimagined and as
resistant to totalising, Orientalist accounts of Asianness.
Stephen Sohn further argues “in some sense, speculative fictions by Asian American writers push the
field furthest towards expanding its critical lenses… encouraging us to relate the fictional world to an
encrypted social context.”53 In the case of Advantageous and Salt Fish Girl, I consider the critical
function of both texts to belong to the transgressive realm of “critical dystopias.” Introduced by Tom
Moylan and Rafaella Baccolini these texts diverge from normative “bleak, depressing” dystopian
stories by injecting hope through the act of resisting closure in its conclusions. Their “ambiguous,
open endings… maintain the utopian impulse within the work.” 54 Significantly, this model of
resistance is fruitful as a storytelling practice for those “collective ‘ex-centric’ subjects whose class,
gender, race, sexuality and other positions are not empowered by hegemonic rule.”55 Despite the late
capitalist, biotechnological subjugations within Advantageous and Salt Fish Girl, hopeful possibility
ultimately rests on the fact that another world is possible for minoritarian cultures outside oppressive
structural regimes. In the context of a largely oppressive future society, the texts’ deployment of
unified structures of feeling such as familial joy or queer love as a means of transcending enclosed
regimes demonstrate a resilience of being for racialised, gendered identities. On a broad level, their
flashes of utopianism suggest continuous futurity is attainable for the Asiatic feminine subject.
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We now live in a world where the digital futures forecasted in the 1980s have well and truly arrived.
Today, cyberpunk is as Gibson notes a “standard Pantone shade in pop culture.”56 Speculative fiction
in this present era casts a responsibility for imagining a future not only in technological terms but for
conjuring new modes of social and political life, to forge united fronts of being for those marginalised
through time to create alternative realms of critique. We can begin to use a speculative method of
thinking as a toolkit for recovering and breaking down the binaries of techno-orientalist futures
conceived by the West. Energy can be directed to revising understandings on questions of difference
arising in contemporary social contexts beyond the default lines of whiteness. In Asian feminist
speculative futures akin to Phang and Lai’s visions, survival for minoritarian identities is realigned to
equal progress. In the next chapter, I analyse Phang’s film Advantageous with attention to the
principles of driving localised agency for Asian feminine subjectivities in the midst of the violence of
racial erasure.
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2
Race as technology and the reproductive dystopic in Advantageous
“Be the you you were meant to be.” In the world of Advantageous, this motto is beamed across the
sides of skyscrapers throughout the city. Director Jennifer Phang portrays an eerily prescient vision of
a near-future dystopic society bearing considerable resemblance to ours today. Sleek buildings and
digital billboards continue to dominate the horizon but underneath the artifice, the social and
economic concerns of the precariat population are increasing with greater urgency. Unemployment is
at forty five per cent, child prostitution is rising, constant terrorist attacks are alluded to, and the return
of neo-traditionalist economic thinking marks a resurgence in customary gender roles.
Biotechnological conglomerates such as the Centre of Advanced Health and Living mandate the way
of life. Advantageous’ near-future reality is dictated not only on the fact that “biology is not
enough,”57 but even more so, that biology is failing the human species.
This chapter continues from the previous chapter’s intervention on speculative fiction and its racial
discontents to present an alternative conception of an Asiatic future. Phang’s 2015 film Advantageous
de-centres sexualised techno-orientalist tropes pervasive in Western speculative texts. It chooses to
focus on Asian femininity via frameworks of maternal embodiment, racialised structures of feeling
and familial, inter-generational negotiations of agency during the conflicts of racial erasure. In the
film, we witness Gwen Koh (Jacqueline Kim), an Asian single mother, undergo an experimental
racial passing procedure innovated by the Centre which involves transferring her consciousness into
the host body of a more youthful, racially ambiguous woman (Freya Adams). She undergoes the
procedure shortly after she is fired from her position at the Centre, desperate for money needed to
secure a placement for her daughter Jules (Samantha Kim) at a prestigious private school. The method
is akin to cloning, where the individual’s awareness is copied and transferred, at the cost of death to
the previous self. What is left unsaid within this process of racial cloning is that Gwen is deemed “too
Asian” in her original state. The future inscribed by Advantageous aspires to be post-racial, however
race, gender and class are still indelibly woven into the axes of power. Asian female racialisation is
exploitable, erasable, and able to be cloned by the will of a white, reproductive hegemony to ensure a
utopic, biopolitically enriched future. When the Centre speaks of becoming the “you you were meant
to be,” where in the picture do racialised, gendered bodies fit in? Beyond the racial transformation
itself, I ask, how best can we access the trauma of such an act and centralise Asiatic femininities
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beyond positions of loss? In unraveling the forethought and consequences of Gwen’s racial passing, I
consider the act within the broader matrix of maternal feeling for her young daughter Jules.
In my analysis of Advantageous, I adopt the theoretical concepts prescribing technology as a
mediating factor of race raised by Wendy Chun and Beth Coleman. Chun argues “race as technology
shifts the focus from the what of race to the how of race, from knowing race to doing race by
emphasising the similarities between race and technology.”58 Crucially, she asks, “could ‘race’ be not
simply an object of representation and portrayal, of knowledge or truth, but also a technique that one
uses, even as one is used by it?”59 By denaturing race away from its static, biological, historical predeterminations to reformulate it as a “technique,” we can use it as a productive tool to inflect variable
potentialities for the racialised subject. For Coleman, race can be taken like a mechanical instrument,
a “disruptive technology that changes the terms of engagement with an all-too-familiar system of
representation and power.”60 Emphasis on race in the becoming stage, on its fluid, evolving nature,
can shift the focus away from dangerous essentialisms. For the citizens of Advantageous, genetic,
aesthetic markers of difference, whether through race, age or height, are disadvantages since they are
biologically pre-determined and thus traditionally outside the realm of human control. Within the
context of the film, race develops as a weapon of sovereign power. Biological realities of the body
can be ultimately supplanted by the methods of the Centre of Advanced Health and Living, but only
in a way that privileges white, universal demarcations. The film’s eugenic undertones suggest a
collective desire to strive for a continually more perfect human ideal in order to meet the increasing
standards of hyper-productivity in a landscape ravaged by wider environmental and social collapse.
Characters such as Gwen are subsumed within the regime of biopolitical yearnings, with profound
impact to her racialised and gendered ways of being. When Gwen passes into a whiter body, we
observe the trauma of her racial loss unfold. By drawing out the complexities of Gwen’s choice, and
looking at how she accesses her own agency within the social structures driving her decision making,
we may hope to de-emphasise her “inherited position of abjection”61 to afford “greater mobility for
the subject.”62 By locating the varied means in which she empowers her own identity despite the
hierarchies opposing her, this trajectory aims to revise the dominant narrative of Gwen’s devaluation
as racial, feminised commodity. As Chun ponders, “can the abject, the Orientalised, the robot-like,
data-like Asian/Asian American other be a place from which something like insubordination or
creativity can arise?”63
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Racialising reproductive futurities
On a textual level, Advantageous, like Salt Fish Girl, ties in discussions of race and gender vis-à-vis
late-capitalist near future worlds where bodies are inscripted by skin colour and subjected to the
corporatisation of biotechnologies. The nation-state is oriented along technocratic lines, where
corporations such as the Centre accelerate neo-eugenic innovations that rid the body of “disease” in
the populace – “undesirable” differences in age and race – in pursuit of a healthier, more beautiful,
and pragmatic workforce. This future is a prime example of depicting the tensions enveloped within
Alys Eve Weinbaum’s delineation of the “race/reproduction bind.”64 According to Weinbaum, the
bind of the two terms signals their inextricability and co-dependence. In Advantageous, I consider
reproduction to be inflected with the dual meanings of the technologies of reproduction such as
cloning as well as organic forms of motherhood. Race, the maternal, and technology are all deeply
imbricated in this world. As Mary Ane Doane argues, “the maternal… contaminates the
technological.”65 The symbiotic relationship between race and reproduction can be thought of as
politically charged processes manipulated to maintain the white, reproductive stratification. The
film’s depiction of mechanised, motherless forms of reproduction like cloning is hinged on a
“racialised reproductive logic.”66 In light of her literal racial transformation, Gwen’s body “upgrade”
to a newer, younger, whiter vessel is illustrative of Weinbaum’s bind. In the eyes of the Centre,
Gwen’s revised body becomes a model of emulation, an example of technological, reproductive
success. In the private sphere however, especially to her daughter Jules, her new technologised self
comes in the first instance as a loss to the maternal intimacy shared between the two. To combat the
dehumanising effects of the racial cloning, locating a sense of racialised, maternal intimacy becomes
crucial to reforging the bonds severed by the act. Technologies of reproduction in Advantageous are
thus deeply tied in race, and to the same extent, ideas of motherhood.
Advantageous casts narratives of reproduction, whether through domestic scenarios of motherhood or
via biotechnological cloning, as guarantees of futurity. Gwen projects her desires for a better future
onto her 13-year-old daughter Jules, symbolic of the innocent child figure. However, reproduction is
privileged only to the extent that it benefits white mothers, who exploit racial minoritarians such as
Gwen. Encompassed in this order, Gwen is coupled with illusionary standards of “choice” when it
comes to decisions about her body. As per Rayna Rapp and Faye D. Ginsburg’s system of “stratified
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reproduction,”67 the power relations here privilege certain groups of people to exercise reproductive
rights over others. Advantageous follows the lineage of feminist speculative fiction dystopias
emerging in the 1980s, where authors such as Margaret Atwood and Gena Corea imagined a genetic
era accounting for the reproductive freedom of white women while not granting the same dues to
women of colour. During Gwen’s time as the cosmetic face of the Centre, she features prominently on
public advertisements, indicating whiteness is not necessarily the dominant cultural standard of the
given reality. Nevertheless, her role in the genetic market is policed by the extension of white, female
power, encapsulated by the character of her boss, a high-ranking executive at the Centre, Isa Cryer
(Jennifer Ehle). In a conversation the two have shortly before Gwen undergoes the procedure, Cryer
asks her, “the question that we have to answer is, in this current job market with shifting desirability
targets, can they get ahead looking like you? And at your age?” As a mature-aged lady herself,
Cryer’s words demonstrate a latent hypocrisy where white femininity, regardless of age, continue to
hold a position of power and insidiously preserve the gendered hierarchy to the detriment of Asian
women. Dorothy E. Roberts critiques this relational positioning as a new form of “reproductive
dystopia,” whereby women of colour are included in the market, but ongoing belief in race-based
biotechnologies is yet to be eradicated.68
It’s quite a self-reflexive moment then, when Jules asks her mother, “are women really going
backwards going forward?” In the “reproductive dystopia” of Advantageous, the bodies of women of
colour are disavowed as labour, explicitly used for their reproductive services. After she is fired from
the Centre, Gwen is first offered the opportunity to become an egg donor. She’s told she’ll be paid
“after the harvest.” During the scene, Gwen sees a homeless woman of colour hiding in the shrubs,
who whispers, “take what you can get.” The erosion of choice for minoritarian citizens, pushing them
to decisions of reproductive exploitation, follows the logic of what Rey Chow calls the “ethnicisation
of labour,”69 where “she is commodified in specific ways, because she has to pay for her living by
performing certain kinds of work, while these kinds of work, despite being generated from within that
society, continue to reduce the one who performs them to the position of the outsider, the ethnic.”70 It
further entangles the techno-orientalist trope of the disavowal of the Asian woman, relegated to
inhuman expenditure. Gwen’s justifications to finally undergo the “upgrade” to a new body then,
should be considered as one produced by and enabled by this racialised labour stratification.
Despite Gwen’s voicelessness when it comes to her body, we see her tirelessly assert herself to be a
good mother to Jules. She drives a localised sense of agency from her own rubric of maternity in the
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context of her larger racial erasure. Following the same Confucian principles of familial sacrifice,
Gwen’s desires are not so much for herself as they are for Jules. She selflessly provides for her, even
despite the self-injurious costs that arise from doing so. Advantageous succeeds most as a film
through the complexity it awards to Gwen’s private, emotional life, from depicting the intimacy
shared with her daughter to the more fraught relationship she has with her extended family. Both act
as foils to deepen understandings towards the manifold strands of Asiatic femininity, and in particular,
motherhood, in contrast to the racial and gendered devaluation she is subjected to from biopolitical
forces. The intimacy between Gwen and Jules is demonstrated in scenes of their home life. They play
piano together, dance, and go for strolls in the park. All of Gwen’s love is directed towards Jules.
When deciding to undergo her racial transition, Gwen asserts one condition; she “wants Christmas
with [Jules] first.” In these last moments, they are shown sitting side-by-side on the floor, wordlessly
sharing pudding to the strains of a traditional carol playing in the background. As Nishime argues,
these images hold significance because of “their contrast with the continually laboring bodies of
Asian females… these small moments remind the audience of the pleasures of embodiment.”71
Glimpses of Gwen’s inner life are referencing points to evaluate the extent of which her identity is
impinged on motherhood and later, how these maternal priorities metamorphosize after she transitions
to her new self. It “[asks] to what extent identity is identical to or distinct from the body,”72 and by
extension, how Gwen’s raciality figures into her maternity.

The finality of Christmas: Gwen and Jules celebrate the holiday season together before the procedure.73
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As the sole provider for her daughter, Gwen’s mother-child relationship with Jules escapes the norms
of the traditional nuclear unit, a phenomenon viewed by others, including her own parents, as a form
of deviant motherhood. Gwen is disgraced by a group of rich, socialite mothers when she reveals
Jules’ father is “not a part of our lives.” When she calls her own mother in desperation, asking for
money, she is again cast aside, shamed for the “sin” of conceiving an illegitimate child. Later, in an
emotional confrontation with her cousin, Lily, it is revealed that Jules’ father is actually Lily’s
husband, Han (“When you finally decide to show up, you just bring more pain.”) Underneath these
familial strains, there is the implicit assumption that Gwen is not a real mother, nor a good one. Left
without a family safety net, we ultimately see Gwen as a figure driven by maternal desperation and
sacrifice, a drive hinging on the fact that maybe, if opportunity can be awarded to Jules, she can
transcend the harsh outcomes of those without the same prospects. “[The procedure] is still Jules’
only chance, isn’t it?” Gwen asks. Chul Woo Soon describes how as per Confucian values, “[parents]
choose to forego their own best interests for the sake of the child… being a good parent is inherently a
selfless act and requires the renunciation of the parent’s self-interest.”74 Gwen’s placement of hope in
Jules inflects its own transformative power, counteracting the dichotomous social and moral
relegation of her as a deviant mother as defined normatively.

Almost the same, but not quite: Troubling the whitewashing continuum

The atmosphere is distinctly somber when Gwen and Jules consider which host body the former will
transition into. Jules deliberates the headshots of potential women much like flicking through casket
options in a funeral catalogue. Similarly, Nishime argues the emotional tone of the transition is an
“elegy rather than celebration, compelling the audience to reexamine both the stakes and promised
rewards of whitewashing.”75 On deciding the appearance of Gwen 2.0, Phang says her impetus was to
symbolise a “universal look”, whom, “for many viewers… does signify a “white” or “European”
ideal. Some people think she looks Hispanic, others see that she’s part East Indian, and many think
she is white.”76 In another interview, Phang talks about the racial makeup of Gwen 2.0 in further
detail:
We thought perhaps she should be blonde, but I said I’d like someone perhaps a bit more
universal and ambiguous, because I thought in the future there would be more people of mixed
race anyway, and thought a corporation would want to hedge their bets and find someone who
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seemed slightly more accessible…And what we became aware of was the fact that race and
ethnicity can be a kind of flavor of the month.77

From left to right, Gwen before and after the racial morphing.78

I consider Gwen’s racial trade-off to a multi-racial female body as an erasure of Asiatic identity while
idealising the arguable ambivalent universality of mixed-race bodies. For all the economic benefits
emerging from the act – Gwen regaining employment and accruing the funds for Jules’ school
enrolment – the physical and emotional costs blooming from the subsequent racial trauma are
significantly greater. Though an immediate critique of Gwen’s racial transition arrays her
whitewashing within arguments of self-orientalising erasure, I suggest Advantageous chooses to
instead primary the conflicts79 of erasure within a subject position and forefront within its concerns.
When it finally does occur, Gwen’s transition significantly resonates for us, in the knowledge we’ve
learned up to that point about her as a lived being. She embodies a multifarious nature beyond her
ordained technological labour status. Her racial trade-off is not necessarily definitive to her identity,
but nevertheless, we recognise with clarity the significance of the act as death to an integral part of the
self.
Reproductive cloning and racial morphing count as dual, symbiotic technologies underpinning
Gwen’s crossing to her new host body. Gwen’s racial morphing itself should be considered in the
larger social context embedded in miscegenation and citizenship attached to mixed-race bodies in the
US. In 1993, Time magazine published a special edition cover depicting a computer generated
“morph” of “New Eve,” a woman composed of a mix of several different races80 made to reflect the
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multicultural “New Face of America.”81 In a “universalism” not unlike Gwen 2.0’s appearance, “New
Eve” is “attractive… with olive skin, brown hair, and hazel eyes.”82 Her fetishised miscegenation is
emblematic of Lisa Nakamura’s metaphorical term “identity tourism”83, the recreational appropriation
of race, taken on or off as desired, an activity unburdened by the politics of identity. Accordingly,
“New Eve’s” raciality is problematic in its representation of a whitewashed history, insidiously
promoting a “safe hybridity… emptied of political content through its celebration as mere curiosity;
the meaning of the woman’s face is limited to her (sexually attractive) blended features.”84 Likewise,
Lauren Berlant comments, “the new face of America has the corporeality of a fetus, a body without
history, an abstraction that mimes the abstraction of the American promise that retains power because
it is unlived.”85 The relevancy of the Time magazine cover resonates within Advantageous, where
multiracial passing is construed as a fetish commodity object, removed from its contextual history and
politics. In a promotional presentation on the procedure, we see Gwen on stage in front of two
before/after photos of herself pre/post-procedure respectively, testifying her experience as a “very
satisfied test subject.” As a result of her younger, universalised appearance, she is welcomed into the
fold of the system she had once tried to transcend but failed. She occupies the dual positions of both
expert and user – the embodiment of both the object and subject within the whims of the biotech
apparatus.
Gwen 2.0’s satisfaction is ultimately limited. It is a performative act masking the melancholy
blooming from her racial loss. “You were right. About the pain not going away,” she says. Because of
the previously untested nature of the procedure, Gwen 2.0 endures constant discomfort. She is
required to have a medicinal shot every two hours to prevent nausea, fatigue, internal bleeding, stroke,
paralysis, and death. Her pain resounds emotionally too, through an “excruciating loss of self”: “her
daughter, sister, and ex-lover all mourn her past existence, and she cannot access her previous self
despite having the same memories and thought processes.”86 The racial trauma of the procedure
inflects Gwen’s corporeal identity. She feels the incongruity of memories from her past life clashing
with her new body, distorting what is believed to be real or simply mimetic. More specifically, it
affects her “authenticity” as a mother figure. Maternal instinct does not come easily to the awareness
of Gwen 2.0. The same tasks Gwen used to do – picking Jules up from school, supervising her
homework, getting dressed – take upon an uncanny tone of familiar unfamiliarity when carried out by
the new host. Jules senses the changes, exclaiming in an emotional faceoff, “Where’s my mother?
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You’re not her.” While Gwen 2.0 continues to possess the same memories as her old self, the visceral
change of her physicality and her actions to Jules relegate her as a “bad” mother. Gwen 2.0 is othered
through language, distanced as separate from the original Gwen via a “her” and “you” dichotomy.
Applying Eng’s arguments on the categorical implications of good versus bad mothers, the maternal
predicaments arising is necessarily “brokered across two racialised bodies.” 87 For Jules, the
multiracial female body is illusory, masking the maternal essence of the old Gwen. As further argued
by Eng, in these instances, the oscillation between actual and “unreal” mothers becomes a question of
reparation. Jules ultimately vies to “repair” these differences, to bring back a “beautiful image of the
maternal.”88
In reorienting the trajectory of Gwen (2.0)’s experiences, I consider Eng and Han’s psychological
framework of racial melancholia applicable as a vital and productive language of feeling structuring
the events of the everyday for racialised citizens.89 The process of racial melancholia is concerned
with the struggle of living through and dealing with the forces of assimilation, racialisation, sacrifice
and loss towards irresolute ends, but it “does not necessarily result in damage… it is the work of
rebuilding.”90 By placing Gwen as the film’s emotional centre, the significant conflict negotiations
associated with racial passing and assimilation are necessarily interrogated. After she undergoes the
procedure, Gwen 2.0 confesses she is haunted by “this anger, like something is sitting next to me
screaming all the time.” Eng and Han argue that such emotions, alongside ambivalence and rage, are
“internalised refractions of an ecology of whiteness bent on the obliteration of cherished minoritarian
subjectivities.”91 Gwen 2.0’s psychic unrest reveals the dark underbelly of her struggles: “it is the
melancholic who helps us come face-to-face with this social truth.”92 Scenes of mourning also occur.
In a climactic moment, Lily and Han burst into tears as they gaze upon a photo of the original Gwen
while the new host sits besides them in a darkened, empty restaurant. These intergenerational and
familial scenes of racial melancholia transpire in admittance to the violence of assimilation and
erasure.
Advantageous ends on a bittersweet note. It propagates brief flashes of hope from its uncertain, openended conclusion, expanding the potential space for resistance for its subjects outside the time span of
the film in a future-oriented capacity. The quiet potentiality of the film’s ending provides an avenue
geared towards intergenerational rebuilding as a remedying structure for racial erasure. Gwen’s
maternal sacrifice for her daughter leads towards a “displaced residue of hope – a hope for the
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reparation of melancholia… transferred from parent to child.”93 Gwen 2.0 forges a renewed emotional
cadence and empathy with Jules during the film’s final moments. “You’re starting to sound like her,”
Jules says. Gwen 2.0’s redemption can be read as a reinstatement of the “beautiful image”94 of the
“real” mother Jules had been seeking, a converging of Gwen’s dual selves in hopeful reconciliation.
The story concludes with a sense of enacted idealism with resemblance to the qualities of a
heterotopic dreamscape. Gwen 2.0, Jules, as well as Lily and Han’s family unite for the first time in
the park to enjoy a picnic together. No words are shared between then. They occupy the space as a
communal entity but as individuals, they appear to be locked more so in their private spheres of selfcontemplation. Optimism is located through soft gestures of intimacy: Jules smiles to herself while
Gwen 2.0 strokes her forehead. Likewise, Han and Lily cradle their children in their arms. On a
prima-facie level, it visualises a traditional happy ending: the conflict of Gwen’s racial trauma has
been transcended, as simplified by the coming together of family in the semblance of celebratory
bonding. We see a final glimpse of a future fantasy as tied to the family and the child. But underneath
these displays, the bittersweet sentiment of the ending seems to ask, at what cost does the “beautiful
image” come at? There can be no absolute return to the past, but was it even an ideal to begin with?
Advantageous mobilises ways of imagining the Asiatic female subject as a complex, embodied being
within narratives of the future. Throughout the film’s trajectory, we bear witness to the costs of
treating Asian bodies as subordinated labour. Gwen’s racial erasure is literally marked on her body,
through a reproductive morphing to a younger, whiter host. The trauma of this act manifests internally
in the self through physical pain and on the deeper discords of racial melancholia, similarly echoed in
the psyches of Gwen’s family. Advantageous finds a language to tell the story of the injurious
commodification of Asiatic femininity where there is none often granted. It explores the embodiment
and enactment of Asian womanhood in a way that principles agency despite the structures seeking to
smother her functioning. Survival is a promise to find potentiality. As Gwen says, it is to know “your
value,” even through loss. Through an active, forward-looking transformation of racialised
subjugation, we can keep living.
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3
Racing cyborg hope and queer reproduction in Salt Fish Girl
“Asiatic femininity has always been prosthetic. The dream of the yellow woman subsumes a dream
about the inorganic. She is an (if not the) original cyborg,” writes Anne Anlin Cheng. “What is inside
the machine?” she asks. “The yellow woman.” 95 Cheng’s statements underline the undying
assemblage between Asian/alien/feminine/other continuing to feed the synthetic dreams of tomorrow.
Resistance against these tropes form the basis of Larissa Lai’s novel Salt Fish Girl, which embodies
Asiatic femininity beyond its passive machinic mutations by recalibrating her artificiality as a
productive and subversive site. Lai’s feminist narrative emboldens the figure of the Asiatic woman in
our imagined futures. She reclaims her alienation as a tool for survival and challenges the racist
stranglehold of biotechnological capitalism by means of queer self-metamorphosis and reproduction.
The Asian women of Salt Fish Girl dismiss the myths of creation made by the paternalistic forefathers
in the Judeo-Christian tradition. Instead, they emerge from imperfect origins outside the Western
matrix, inhabiting a historical lineage from a multidimensional past to a mythological future
characterised by self-determined survival.
In this chapter, I build on the themes of Advantageous discussed in the previous chapter concerning
biotechnologies and reproductive lineages attendant to their impacts on Asiatic feminine
subjectivities. Like Advantageous, Salt Fish Girl implements non-normative forms of reproductive
tropes such as cloning, but weaves together narratives of queer reincarnations to devise strategies of
futurity. Lai refuses to relegate Asian women down to a commoditised status. Like Gwen’s
intergenerational engagement of agency through the structures of racialised melancholic feeling with
her daughter, the women of Salt Fish Girl weave linkages traversing past, present and future,
suggesting a continual process of queer, racial formations transcendent of typical lifespans. Despite
their injuries, emphasis on the resilience and survival for Asian feminine subjects form the
cornerstone of both texts.
Salt Fish Girl deploys tropes of science fiction, fantasy and historical mythology in its parallel
narratives set between a future Pacific Northwest and an ancient and nineteenth century China. In the
late capitalist dystopia of Serendipity, the fictional walled city in which the book’s future scenarios
mostly take place, individual bodies have become susceptible to the corporatisation of science and
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reproduction. In this world, manual labour is conducted by cyborg women with “dark bodies”96 and
factory workers are female clones whose DNA originates from Third World and Indigenous peoples
(SFG, 160). Lai writes a vision of a futuristic society organised by race and class, whereby women of
colour are relegated to the bottom of the global marketplace, exploited by capital and hindered from
forming a bodily subjectivity. Society’s investment in biotechnologies is thus ultimately dependent on
the fetishised body of the racialised future worker. However, Lai draws out stories of dissent by
highlighting the journey of women who refuse to be exploited by the mechanisms of late capitalism.
As Tara Lee argues, Lai’s novel focuses on “bodies that refuse to fade away.”97
Lai adopts many of the cyborg tropes put forward by Donna Haraway in her foundational essay A
Cyborg Manifesto. The cyborg figure – described as a “cybernetic organism, a hybrid of machine and
organism, a creature of social reality as well as a creature of fiction”98 – promises possibilities beyond
Western universalism, historical teleology and dualisms such as the nature/culture divide. While there
is much to celebrate in Haraway’s attempt to resist the repressive traditions of Western cultural
hierarchies, it would first be useful to draw out her invocation of women of colour as an analogous
placeholder for the cyborg figure for the purposes of further analysing Lai’s text. The political identity
of the cyborg, and its subversiveness itself, is founded from a place of “otherness, difference, and
specificity.”99 According to Malini Johar Schueller, this sense of otherness equates to the potentialities
of women of colour because of their marginal positionality: “women of colour becomes for Haraway a
cyborg identity, “a potent subjectivity synthesised from fusions of outsider identities.””100 There are
numerous romantic attributions of Oriental femininity to the mythological cyborg in Haraway’s
manifesto; among them, she refers to the “nimble fingers of ‘Oriental’ women… making chips in
Asia… whose constructed unities will guide effective oppositional strategies,”101 and “young Korean
women hired in the sex industry.”102 Haraway’s Asiatic metaphors situate the Asian female worker
and the cyborg as a figure that is one and the same. Her labour articulates the way in which she is
construed in technological terms, as part-human and part-machine. As Abby Wilkerson also critiques,
Haraway’s projection of the Asian female labourer as cyborg serves to appropriate and fetishise the
identity politics of women of colour.103 The privilege of writing from a white feminist positionality as
Haraway does in which she can project these fantasies must thus be reworked. The question Jasbir
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Puar raises in this conundrum is, how do we “destabilise WOC as a prosthetic capacity to white
women?”104
Therefore, turning now to Salt Fish Girl, I raise how Lai finds a productive capacity for its Asian
women cyborg protagonists that isn’t located in technological labour. Instead, I argue that they are
engaged in a process of “being” or resistance through technological, “unnatural” self-metamorphosis
inflected with queer kinship and desire. Lai’s intervention into the trope of raced alien body as
commodity serves as a tool of “racial recalibration,”105 that is, a productive mode of critique rewiring
the racist logic inbuilt into constructions of Western futurities. The two Asian female protagonists of
Salt Fish Girl are resistant to the preoccupation of marginalising the Asiatic feminine body to
passivity; they locate an agency within their bodily makeup and their deviant origins. Through the
novel’s jumps in historical timeline, we learn the story’s near-future protagonist, Miranda, is the third
human reincarnation of the Chinese half-human, half-snake goddess Nu Wa. Similarly, Evie, a cyborg
Asian manufactured by Dr. Flowers from human DNA and 0.03% freshwater carp, is the
reincarnation of the salt fish girl, Miranda’s lover from two lifetimes ago. Evie is a clone, one of “a
hundred thousand with identical material” (SFG, 158) manufactured for the purpose of manufacturing
other goods. As a “Worker,” she maintains a sole purpose of providing cheap labour for the creation
of Pallas shoes for Nextcorp, a fetishised product indicating high social ranking. But Evie’s
characterisation is not from a position of victimhood, but one of subversion. Haraway notes that
“illegitimate offspring are often exceedingly unfaithful to their origins,”106 and Evie, born from the
hands of a patriarchal figurehead only to be exploited, is no different. She rejects the “ethnic-ascommodity”107 status imposed on her, renaming herself from her ordained corporate moniker “Sonia
113” (SFG, 223) to rebel against the capitalist biotechnological system she originally had been
programmed to serve. Lai writes:
Evie is my attempt to play with the figure of the cyborg Asian, and at the same time, she is a
figure of the exploited factory worker. Abused, repeatedly reproduced, she emerges as a sort of
damaged superhero figure, but one seething with spite and fury… Evie’s beauty lies in her
ability to survive, adapt and reproduce in forms that mutate the present. She both doubles the
past and diverges from it, in order to open to an embodied, knowing hopeful future.108
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Racialising queer desire via olfactory generational memory
In the biotechnologically organised world of Serendipity in the year 2044, the body has become “the
language of the Third Testament.” (SFG, 76) We see a hyperpolicing of bodies to fit the
biotechnological late capitalist logic of sameness. Lai’s characterisation of Miranda and Evie is
defiant against this scientific rationale. From birth, an “all-permeating” (SFG, 16) durian smell has
haunted Miranda; it “oozed from her pores and flowed into every room… there was no escape from
that terrible odour.” (SFG, 15-6). The durian becomes a key metaphor throughout Salt Fish Girl,
representative of the deviant Asiatic feminine body as resistant against late capitalist control and as a
metaphor for queer reproductive futurities.
Miranda, the reincarnation of snake goddess Nu Wa, was born in a process she describes as
“immaculate, given the fact that my mother was a good eight years past menopause.” (SFG, 15) On
the day of Miranda’s conception, her biological father and mother smuggle a durian (an illegal fruit in
Serendipity city) from the lawless Unregulated Zone, which then impregnates the mother. Miranda
thus emerges as a kind of “third gender… more unusual and more potent than most imagine.” (ibid.)
The durian becomes a method of reproductive possibility outside heterosexuality and towards the
creation of new subjectivities, a point that significantly comes to light later in the text. The symbolic
fertility of the fruit can be further considered as a vector for where reproduction intersects with the
racial other. The durian, which is highly regarded as the “king of fruits” in Southeast Asia, is
contrastingly viewed by Westerners as having a notoriously “offensive odour.”109 Western food
writers have remarked of its “taste… like completely rotten mushy onions”110 and an odour “best
described as pig shit, turpentine, and onions garnished with a dirty gym sock.”111 The durian thus
becomes a stand-in for the alien or the “smelly migrant,”112 a site where undesirable “raced-abjectOther-bodies”113 are projected. In Miranda’s case, her inexplicable durian smell is a constant reminder
of her Asian otherness. Miranda comments: “my durian stink… became instead an irritant of the
worst sort, because it was always present. It began to nag at people.” (SFG, 21) She becomes a putrid
source of “disease” to those around her, particularly her father, who wishes to contain and repress her
subversive smelly body.
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Despite Miranda’s father’s best efforts to negate her durian stink through alternative medicinal
therapies, it still nevertheless lingers on her body. Lee argues that “the durian and its putrid odour are
the expressions of a body clamouring to be acknowledged in a world that desperately wants to ignore
its presence.”114 Miranda’s durian smell is a reminder of the culminated histories of afflicted raced
subjects that have largely been repressed in the corporate world order. Other women like Miranda
who suffer with what Dr Flowers calls the “dreaming disease” have bodies who “reeked of oranges,
or tobacco, or rotten eggs, or cabbage,” (SFG, 70) giving them “the memory structures of other
animals” (SFG, 103), with an ability to recall experiences from the past they themselves have not
lived. Significantly, it is an affliction which “none of the corporations want to acknowledge.” (SFG,
100) One woman in particular could remember “all the wars ever fought… every rape, every wound,
every moment of suffering that had been ever been inflicted by a member of her ancestral lineage.”
(SFG, 85) In Salt Fish Girl, memory and smell transcends specific, given temporalities. They
combine as a collective, trans-generational agent for reminding us of instances of historical and
particularly racial trauma. This history isn’t necessarily rationally justified, but one Lai describes as
“experienced in and written on the body.”115 Lai asserts that she wanted to “question the disgust we
feel for those who are afflicted by history, those who carry the memories we were meant to forget at
the moment of assimilation.”116 Salt Fish Girl ultimately points towards the continuity of an inherited
mode of racial memory that self-reproduces generationally across different bodies and time-space
boundaries.
Moreover, the sense of smell and other intimate strands of knowledge written on the body propagated
by Lai shift primacy away from the West’s ocularcentric traditions. In Salt Fish Girl, clarity for
racialised and gendered bodies can no longer be found in the certainties of sight. The ocular is used as
a form of dominion. For instance, Miranda’s father’s work as a tax collector is conducted via a
Business Suit, an augmented reality device he zips into, enabling him to pursue offenders in a
simulacrum of the Unregulated Zone while still being in the “office.” He suffers frequent virtual
beatings, which elicits a substantial degree of real physical pain on his behalf. Despite Miranda being
witness to his torment, he begs her to “never interfere with the business suit.” (SFG, 28) Ocular
regimes of power, like Foucault suggest, are a form of governmentality, a “surveillance that makes it
possible to qualify, to classify, and to punish… [establishing] over individuals a visibility through
which one differentiates them and judges them.”117 Similarly, in Salt Fish Girl, its capitalist structures
trickle down a form of insidious ocular surveillance with damaging effects to citizens. Miranda’s
father sees no choice but complacency to this system because the costs of disobeying would be
greater. Inversely, Miranda, as well as Evie and the Sonias’ rebellion against the oppressive
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hegemony of capitalism via racially coded, organic smells, can be likewise read as a revolt against its
spectatorial traditions of power.
“In the beginning there was me, the river and a rotten-egg smell… the stink of beginnings and
endings,” Nu Wa comments (SFG, 2). The language of smell structuring Salt Fish Girl further
mediates the alternative ancestral history and creation myths the main protagonists are embroiled in.
In the pre-Shang dynasty era when the novel opens, Nu Wa shapes the first humans from the mud on
the banks of the Yellow River. Human creation is by no means natural but created out of the “fury”
(SFG, 3) of the mythological goddess. Against the Judeo-Christian doctrine, these human beings are
not made in the image of God and are neither of perfect innocence; instead they are “monstrous
creations” (ibid.). Lai rewrites the patriarchal agenda of Christian conception: “I made the strong ones
into women and the weak ones into men” (SFG, 5). Creation is relocated from the biblical beginnings
of Adam and Eve to a place that is much more putrid, dirty and altogether unnatural. By choosing to
centre Chinese mythological histories, Lai reconfigures the colonising primacy of Judeo-Christian
convention in a cyborgian sense: “in retelling origin stories, cyborg authors subvert the central myths
of origin of Western culture.”118 In a similar vein, the bodies that evolve from Nu Wa’s beginnings are
tainted by signs of imperfection in an olfactory fashion. Centuries later, Nu Wa, rebirthed as a human
in nineteenth century South China and aged 15, encounters – and falls in love – with the novel’s
namesake character, the salt fish girl. Upon meeting her, Nu Wa is confronted with a visceral desire
intimately linked with the smell emanating from her being, that of the traditional Cantonese salted fish
delicacy. “She stank of that putrid but nonetheless enticing smell… stinky saltiness, nothing like
mother’s milk.” (SFG, 48-9) Their connection is forged separate of nature and of maternal origins.
Rather, Nu Wa and the salt fish girl’s queer longing for one another converges on the body in a
sensuous capacity through highly ethnicised smells.
The thread of olfactory memory linked to durian and salted fish inherited from an ancient past carries
forth into the future as an unbroken source of queer self-metamorphosis. In Salt Fish Girl, there is no
“radical break from the past but rather a rearticulation of earlier modes of existence in terms of
techno-modernity.”119 The parallel between Miranda/Evie’s mid twenty-first century narrative to the
relationship of Nu Wa/salt fish girl suggest both stories are intimately connected despite their
temporal differences. Lai unsettles biological birth-death endings to instead suggest cyclical forms of
mythological reincarnation, shattering the linear sense of time procession. As Lai argues, the shape
shifting nature of Nu Wa yokes “mythology to biology… to create a fishy genealogy of the
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mythological future.”120 Miranda, as the future incarnation of Nu Wa, recalls the uncanny feeling
when she meets Evie: “It felt as though something was stretching, had always stretched to that
moment of recognition… an ache that had always been there had suddenly become material” (SFG,
105-6). Miranda senses sediments of her past as Nu Wa with the salt fish girl reflected onto Evie: “a
whiff of something subtler, and infinitely sweeter” (SFG, 150), “…the fishiness of her drew me.”
(SFG, 161). Queer kinship is proved to be an ongoing continuum, a local mode of resistance with
roots in a mythological past that can survive nonetheless in a repressive bio-corporate future.
The web of power produced by ethnicised smells becomes considerably exaggerated coterminous
with the disruptive forces of queer desire. For Nu Wa and the salt fish girl, the scent of “stinky
saltiness” “calls up all kinds of complicated tensions having to do with love and resentment.” (SFG,
49). The contentious relationship of Miranda and Evie too, mirrors these factors. Evie, as the
reincarnation of Nu Wa’s lover the salt fish girl, simultaneously alights the unheimlich emotions of
desire and fear in Miranda, when she reveals her true cyborgian makeup:
“I’m not human.”
I recoiled slightly.
“My genes are point zero three per cent Cyprinus carpio – freshwater carp. I’m a patented new
fucking life form.” (SFG, 158)
And yet, “there was something that moved and breathed inside Evie that was cold and sharp and
electric, more alive than anything of this earth.” (SFG, 161) An illegitimate creation without
biological mother and father, Evie is a hybrid composing of part-human, part-animal and partmachine, a sordid product of the queer “fishy genealogy”121 predating her existence. She is born from
multiple origins, and carries the same sweet scent of salt fish as her predecessor. Despite her
configuration as a docile cyborg, like Miranda, she finds a mode of self-produced resistance from the
strength of the subversive smells that emanate from her body. When she and Miranda kiss, Lai
describes the phenomenon emerging as “like both eating and drinking at the same time. The stench
that poured out of our bodies was overwhelming – something between rotting gabarge and heavenly
stew. We rode the hiss and fizzle of salt fish and durian, minor notes of sour plum, fermented tofu,
boiled dong quai.” (SFG, 225) The odours that originally marked Miranda and Evie’s bodies as
deviant are recouped as an expression of uninhibited queer love. As Haraway states, their existence
locates the “power to survive, not on the basis of original innocence, but on the basis of seizing the
tools to mark the world that marked them as other.”122 Together, they reclaim “these strong smells
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from a deodorised modernity… celebrating a feminist imagining of the future and of progress that
does not banish difference to the past.”123

“The new children of the earth”: Utopian queer futurities
The durian is a locus of hope for the queer cyborg women of Salt Fish Girl. The fruit, which typically
evokes convergent feelings of either appreciation or deep repugnance, is similarly reflected back in
the novel as a site where oppositional themes collide: between the human and the non-human, the
monstrous and the goddess, Christian paternalism and ancient Chinese mythologies, as well as the
past and the future. Significantly, within the durian, there lies an opportunity for future queer world
building that would not be possible otherwise in the exploitative environment of Serendipity. The one
hundred thousand strong, human-fish hybrid Sonia series clones, manufactured by the
Frankensteinian scientist Dr Flowers as factory workers for Pallas shoe company, rebel against the
biotechnological institutions that created them by using the durian as a weapon to carve their own
utopian and redemptive refuge separate from society. Like Evie, they are not relegated to passivity,
but are self-liberated to strike back at the violence of their dehumanising treatment.
The only attachment the Sonias have to their old life as non-human labourers is their numerical
identification. When Evie introduces her “sisters” (SFG, 222) to Miranda, all identical to Evie except
for variations in age, it is indicated through their homogenised names the extent of which working
class Asian (cyborg) women are alienated as non-human: “Sonias 116, 121, 148, 161, 211, and 287.”
(ibid.) Evie, as an early Sonia prototype, is revealed to be one of the first to escape from the factory.
In one of Evie’s first subversive acts after her escape, she changes her name from her clone title Sonia
113 and rips out her “Guardian Angel… a device they use to keep track of us.” (SFG, 159) Within
these symbolic gestures, Evie sheds her servility and recalibrates the racial knowledge that wired her
in the passive grounds of Asiatic, gendered otherness. Later, when Miranda encounters the Eden-like
commune of escaped Sonias, one of the first markers she recognises it by is the pungent durian tree in
its garden, stinking of “heavenly cat-piss-and-pepper” (SFG, 221) and “pulling at me, as though I
were a small moon caught in the gravitational field of a heavy planet” (ibid.).
In the same context of the Sonias’ removed refuge, the durian too comes to represent the hope of a
deviant queer life outside biotechnological paternity. The durian becomes both the foundational
structure on which the Sonias forge their symbolic utopian outsiderness and the method of which they
write their sovereignty into the future. They seize reproduction into their own hands by raising
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genetically modified durian plants – “they were implanting human genes into fruit as fertility
treatment for women who could not conceive” (SFG, 258) – alongside crops of mutant cabbages and
radishes that “support and strengthen the foetuses” (ibid.). Upon realisation of the fact, Miranda
narrates, “I understood the secret of the trees, the clever Sonias, the depth of their subversion. That
they were building a free society of their own kind from the ground up” (SFG, 256). The subversion
exists in their drive to survive in autonomy. Reproductive futures become available to the Asiatic
female cyborg citizen without a male effort, thus usurping the apparent divine creator role given to the
Sonias’ father figure, Dr Flowers. Conversely, Dr Flowers, disregards durian births as
“monstrosities”, “neither natural nor controllable” and ultimately “dangerous” (ibid.), and thus foils
and obliterates the Sonias. The liberated Sonias had further been planning to infiltrate the factories
they once resided in to shed light around their past exploitation: “they had been producing moulds for
the soles of a special edition cross-trainer they dubbed “sabots”” (SFG, 249), using the footprints’
textual imprints to spread messages of resistance. The Sonias’ failure to ultimately carry out the plan
however, can perhaps be reasoned as Lee argues, in their “resort to old tactics of resistance that
existed when power functioned in a much more unified and coherent manner.”124 Their dependence
on mediating their efforts through class revolution, bent on reorganising the means of production
“mistakes the machinery within the factory for the locus of power.”125
A utopian alternative to the “old tactics of resistance” is found within the capacity of the body and the
subversiveness of the durian empowering it. The novel concludes with the birth of Miranda and
Evie’s child – a baby girl – but that fact does not spell a teleological end; instead it draws out
possibilities of new beginnings and subjectivities raised by this queer conception. Going back onto
Moylan and Baccolini’s theory on critical dystopian texts, the queer birth narrative is able to
“maintain utopian hope outside their pages.” 126 Lai alters the mystical birth trope popular in
speculative fiction narratives to proclaim an open-ended conclusion tracing back to the genealogy of
queer desire and reproductive self-metamorphoses preceding it. Miranda’s childbirth in the “steaming
pool” (SFG, 269) by moonlight reflects back to the time millenniums ago when Nu Wa forged the
first humans by the Yellow River. The future and the ancestral past weave together in full cycle.
Queerness does not belong to a specific linear temporality, but finds moments of opportunity within
new modes of becoming. Miranda attributes the moment of conception to the durian she consumed at
the Sonias’ house: “I remembered the [durian] I had eaten… suddenly the strange movements I had
felt of late within my body began to make sense.” (SFG, 258) In another occasion prior to consuming
the durian, Miranda hypothesises her pregnancy to the first time she had sex with Evie: “perhaps it
was at this moment that the child took root.” (SFG, 162). The heteronormative biotechnologies that
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promised to regulate the olfactory deviance and queerness of Asiatic cyborgian bodies is usurped by
those same alienating features it had once tried to limit. A sense of racialised queer desire located in
the body is able to foreground a forward-looking trajectory. Miranda says:
We are the new children of the earth, of the earth’s revenge. Once we stepped out of mud, now
we step out of moist earth, out of DNA both old and new, an imprint of what has gone before,
but also a variation. By our difference we mark how ancient the alphabet of our bodies. By our
strangeness we write our bodies into the future. (SFG, 259)
In his book Cruising Utopia: The Then and There of Queer Futurity, José Esteban Muñoz advocates
for “a utopian political imagination that will enable us to glimpse another time and place: a “not-yet”
where queer youths of colour actually get to grow up.”127 Heteronormative reproductive futures are
always already arriving, Muñoz argues. For Miranda, Evie, and the community of Asian cyborg
citizens, the birth of the baby girl is a utopian blueprint that holds the possibility – however small – of
turning the future around to their advantage. Salt Fish Girl ends with this “not-yet” horizon in full
view. The novel counters the stranglehold of normative reproductive truths to assert how “life grows
out of the most fetid smelling places.” (SFG, 265) For ethnicised subjects, olfactory memories
triggered by stinky durians and Chinese salt fish transcend historical temporality. They come to be
known as the seeds from which self-productive queer life separate from oppressive regimes of power
can be sown. “Queers of colour and other minoritarians have been denied a world. Yet, these citizen
subjects are not without resources – they never have been,”128 Muñoz says. Salt Fish Girl insists on
extrapolating new myths, new subjectivities and new political possibilities from minoritarian
resources. From its racialised, queer, and utopian anticipations, we can begin to witness a future
moment that sees this reflection.
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Afterword
“Not-yet” an ending

Anime Wong:
Who are you?
Cyborg:
You don’t recognise me?
Anime Wong:
Oh now I remember. You’re the one with the yellow complexion.
Your yellow tinge. I love it. It’s so artificial. How did you acquire it?
Cyborg:
It’s my unique bioplast sheeting. I was born this way.129

To imagine an inclusive future is to insist on stepping outside the white, heteronormative visions
delimiting its expansions. Throughout this thesis, I’ve argued for the need to mobilise speculative
representations of the future oriented beyond the Westernised canon of thinking. Intervening in this
hegemonic tradition of speculative fiction, I’ve aimed to shed light on the construction of new,
previously unimagined trajectories of the future and new modes of being for minoritarian citizens.
What I’ve ultimately hoped to engender is the revision of speculative futures with consideration to
race and gender concerns. Granting specific attention to the construction of Asiatic futurities,
disruptions to pervasive techno-orientalising binaries in Western cultural traditions are required if we
are to transform our tomorrows in a manner where Asian citizens are no longer relegated to the
margins.
I began this conclusion with an excerpt from Karen Tei Yamashita’s play Anime Wong: A CyberAsian
Odyssey, as it converges many of the similar themes I’ve extrapolated on during this thesis.
Yamashita satirises the (techno-) orientalist trappings of future imaginaries and its racial, sexualised
dimensions to absurd lengths, asking us to recognise the same absurdity inherent in the reductive
binaries she aims to expose. The play’s cyborg heroine, Anime Wong, is born from the morphological
Goddess of Democracy, before embarking on a vivid journey where she encounters half-woman, halfbird Sirens, has sex with a CyberAsian robot, and battles with a geisha Iron Chef. In the same
adventurous manner of Yamashita’s theatricality, what I’ve hoped to shine a light on in these pages is
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the re-evaluation of future Asian femininities beyond preconceived knowledges bound in
technological discourses to suggest the ways these futurities can ultimately manifest in self-productive
multiplicities.
When I first embarked on this project, I asked, who are the Asian women of tomorrow? I believe I
have found her in the futuristic frontiers of Jennifer Phang and Larissa Lai’s worlds. While
Advantageous and Salt Fish Girl are by no means definitive, they can be considered as entry points
into thinking about the political becomings of racialised, gendered subjects in a method that is
altogether more nuanced, irreducible and unexpected. I’ve used both texts to facilitate inquiries into
the potentialities of an alternate mode of futuristic representation that isn’t bowled down by the
dehumanising centrality of techno-orientalism in the popular Western imagination diminishing Asia
and its variants to a perpetual position of not-being. Phang and Lai offer discourses of greater Asiatic,
feminist agency entwined in their narratives. We understand what it is to be in the
alien/Asian/feminine continuum. We also comprehend how to subvert its internalised logic by
summoning a recognition of autonomy for Asian citizens against racial and gender stratifications.
In Advantageous, Gwen inflects her racial trade-off within the spectrum of maternal feeling for Jules.
Phang richly illustrates the embodied feelings of motherhood, and in turn, decentralises Gwen’s
racialised abjection. Through reclaiming her racial trauma as a productive negotiation of intergenerational bonding, we may move forwards towards a horizon of reparative hope. Advantageous
establishes a baseline for concepts revolving around reproductive technologies and biotechnological
subjugation of racialised bodies similarly explored by Lai in Salt Fish Girl. Lai takes us further in her
futuristic trip, inviting us to dream of a queer utopian enclave where articles of difference such as the
durian are reconsidered as tools of triumph for Asian cyborg citizens. For Lai, another world is
possible, located not in the heteronormative regimes of old, but in queer temporalities and becomings.
In addition to Larissa Lai and Jennifer Phang, there are a plethora of other producers whose repertoire
across art, literature, media and film have broadened the fictional terrain of Asiatic futures, which for
the scope of the thesis have not been discussed. These include Qiu Anxiong, Shu Lea Cheang, Ted
Chiang, Franny Choi, Ian Cheng, Liu Cixin, Cao Fei, Hao Jingfang, Ning Ken, Chang-Rae Lee,
Lawrence Lek, LONTAR, Ken Liu, Mariko Mori, Tiffany Tsao, Alyssa Wong, J.Y Yang, Lu Yang,
Miao Ying, and many more others.
Like Advantageous and Salt Fish Girl’s “not-yet”130 horizon of potentiality, I hope this conclusion
engenders a consideration for the significance of the speculative terrain as a hopeful, boundless vessel
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for enlightening social and political change. It offers the freedom to project the prejudices of the
present everyday that otherwise may not be unearthed into a heightened, parallel sphere of fictional
representation. Minoritarian dreamings are bundled with its own type of subversiveness. They
represent an affirmation of existence and a continuation of self-productive progressive survival
occurring beyond predisposed racial, gendered, sexualised attachments. The texts I’ve examined in
this thesis only form a small blueprint of transformative Asiatic feminine subjectivities within the
speculative genre. Looking forwards, I hope for greater expansions to the speculative domain
accounting for Asiatic experiences and knowledges. Through radical articulations of another plane of
being, a hundred more futures can blossom.
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